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                                Token: LimoCoin SWAP

                                Symbol: LMCSWAP

                                Address: https://bscscan.com/token/0x383094a91ef2767eed2b063ea40465670bf1c83f 

                                https://etherscan.io/token/0xD1db8C87Fffdc0A1B624ECa53944c3061CfbaBA5

                                BlockChain: BEP20 & ERC20

                                Total Supply: 3,650,000,000 LMCSWAP

                                Initial Value: USD 1.
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                                CONTEXT

                                IN the strong and evolving African continent, the various economic models make the beauty of the continent concerned about its future. Limocoin Swap is a token created to allow, by the principle of crypto assets, the evolution
                                    of market solutions. It is based on a strong community built in four years by one of the subsidiaries of the parent company SIMTREX COMMERCIAL BROKERS LLC,GIT .S.A

                            

                            
                                The premium product Liyeplimal is a private investment tool in the cryptocurrency industry, through its portfolio managers, who stabilize on an annual profitability of 2 to 37% interest.

                                 With a cryptocurrency operating license in Dubi, the company intends to offer one of the most promising financial solutions on the continent.
                                

                            
                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                       OUR VISION

                                        We believe in a better world through the synergy of forces. The active crypto industry represents more than $ 2,750 billion with a daily transaction volume of over $ 133 billion every 24 hours.

                                         Africa has only one country out of the top 10 that constitutes this volatility and we can do better. It is a prosperous market which in terms of economic model can boost our performance like never before and propel
                                            us to the top of our financial capacities, if we know how to take advantage of it.
                                    

                                    
                                

                                
                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                      OUR GOALS

                                        As a pioneer of decentralized finance in Africa, our mission is to support States and nations in the process of prosperity, through three major sectors of activity: Agribusiness, infrastructure and FINTECH.Therefore,
                                            the parent company in charge of LMC swap, SIMTREX COMMERCIAL BROKERS LLC belongs to SIMBGROUP SAS, a group of 23 diversified companies including • SMART CITY BTP multinational in the building industry,
                                        

                                        SIMB AIRLINE CORP an airline, • LIMARKET an E-commerce platform which dominates in 5 African countries (Cameroon, Senegal, Kenya, Madagascar and Dubai).KING CHICKEN, a farm with nine species of animals and a production
                                            capacity of 10,000 chicks per week and catfish ponds. • SIMBCITY SA owns 420 luxury villas and three 4 and 5 star hotels spread across Africa. • And many others….
                                    

                                    
                                

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                LIMOCOIN SWAP : A TOKEN AT
3,650,000,000

                            

                            
                        

                       
                        
                            
                                Based on a community of over 200,000 people around the world, it was high time to take it to the next level and switch the private token into a public cryptocurrency.

                                With members on average packs of L $1,800 per client, the company shows over L $3,650,000,000 gross investment in funds. According to the principle of the minimum market capitalization of scalable companies X10, the token
                                    has its migration between strong stock

                            

                            
                                market with a minimum capitalization of USD 3,650,000,000.00
                                

                                Thus, in order to make it accessible to all and as its Liyeplimal concept wants it, the token goes on public sale with an initial value of USD 1 for 3.65 billion LMC SWAP created to date.
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                TOKENS  DISTRIBUTION

                                65% Development

                                15% Team

                                10% Marketing

                                5% Charity

                                5% Partnership
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                                 Q1 - Project initiated
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                                 Q5 - Listing on public market and exchanges

                            

                            
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                 Q6 - World wide Tour Launching and Merchant Campaign
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                                    CEO and founder
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                                    Jeffe KOUMBOU .F

                                    Head of strategic development and innovation
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                                    MARTIN BROCHU

                                    Communication Director
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                                    MEFIRE Soulemanou

                                    Logistics Manager
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                                    PANGSOU Innocent

                                    Vice general manager and Trading Manager at GIT SA

                                

                            

                            
                        

                        
                    

                    
                

                
            

        
        

        
            
                
                    
                        THE DOUBLE RETURN INVESTMENT PLAN:
STAKING PACKAGES

                        As such, the profitability of Liyeplimal packs does not change, still 2% to 37% of staking reward depending on the chosen pack; as well as its business model.

                        However, in order to guarantee staker investments against fluctuations in varying market rates, profitability will now be evaluated in production of LimoCoin Swap, as shown in the table below.
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                                    ADDED VALUES:1- THE COMMUNITY 

                                In the stock market, the evolution of an asset depends heavily on its user community. This is a LimoCoin Swap community of: 

                                • 200,000 active members

                                • Present in 125 countries around the world

                                • More than 1,200,000 LMC SWAP are exchanged every 24 hours

                                • 4 years of success and the next step is the greatest.
                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        
        
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                2- LES STAKING PLANS 

                                These packages are strategically designed to create long term asset scarcity over time with a net rate of return of 2 to 37% per year; with the possibility of interrupting the package at any time and being returned in LimoCoin
                                    of capital + interest generated pro rata.
                            

                        

                    

                

            

        




        
            
                
                    
                        3- THE DAILY IMPACT IN COMMERCIAL FLOW

                        With its community of more than 200,000 holders, the token already allows more than 1,500 merchants and institutions that accept it as a preferred means of payment across the whole of Africa, to sell intelligently, in a community
                            boomerang effect and beyond.
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                        Find all our merchants in

                        https://www.limocoinmarket.com
                        If you also want to be seen in this merchant community, write to us at:

                        marchand@limocoinmarket.com                    
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                        Today with LimoCoin Swap, the goal is the same on a larger scale, and for more services and products in Africa and instantly!

                        WELCOME TO LIMOCOIN SWAP
                    

                    

                    
                

                
            

        

        

                
          
            
              
                
                  
                    
                      Address

                      Business BAY - Blue Matrix Business Center Prime Tower 27th floor, office number 27026
                      

                    

                    
                  

                  
                  
                    
                      Contact Us

                      Whatsapp : +971 52 163 8518

                      Email : info@limocoins.net
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